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Abstract
Federated Learning has become the de facto paradigm for
training AI models under a distributed modality where the
computational effort is spread across several clients without
sharing local data. Despite its distributed nature, enabling FL
in an Edge-Cloud continuum is challenging with resource
and network heterogeneity, different AI models and libraries,
and non-uniform data distributions, all hampering QoS and
limiting innovation potential. This work introduces FedBed,
a testing framework that enables the rapid and reproducible
benchmarking of FL deployments on virtualized testbeds.
FedBed aids users in assessing the numerous trade-offs that
result from combining a variety of FL software and infras-
tructure configurations in Edge-Cloud settings. This reduces
the time-consuming process that includes the setup of either
a virtual physical or emulation testbed, experiment configu-
rations, and the monitoring of the resulting FL testbed.

CCS Concepts: • Computer systems organization →
Cloud computing; • Computing methodologies→ Dis-
tributed artificial intelligence.
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1 Introduction
Federated Learning (FL) is transforming the realm of Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) by enabling collaborativemodel training
among multiple clients in a distributed manner [15]. With
FL, geo-dispersed and sensitive data such as personal activ-
ity, bio-signals and financial records remain localized and
unexposed to the other collaborators during training [11]. FL
embraces the benefits of Edge Computing, by trainingmodels
at the data origins, reducing data movement and leveraging
a central entity, the FL server, solely for the training coordi-
nation and the interim aggregation of model weights [7].

Tools such as Flower [2] and FATE [14] contribute to the
democratization of FL reducing the entry barrier by handling
the coordination of the distributed training. Still, migrating
FL to the Edge presents significant challenges that FL tools
cannot address alone. In edge settings, resource heterogene-
ity is normal as FL clients may run on diverse hardware with
varying capabilities. In addition, network connectivity may
fluctuate and significantly impair QoS. These infrastructure
challenges can lead to performance bottlenecks not orig-
inally envisioned in the FL process. However, FL features
several knobs for optimization, which range from parameters
of the distributed training (i.e., termination clause, aggrega-
tion algorithm) to the ML backend and model architecture as
well as dataset partitioning. For example, PyTorch as an ML
backend is more compute-hungry than TensorFlow, while
the latter has a higher memory footprint and consumes more
network bandwidth [17]. In turn, opting for a deep neural net-
work can reduce model loss but requires excessive compute
resources in contrast to less complex but more loss-prone
models [22]. Hence, thoroughly testing multiple FL settings
is of paramount importance to improve not only QoS but
also to reduce resource waste and monetary costs.
Recent works propose a diverse solution set for FL opti-

mization. Yet, they fall short when it comes to experimental
evaluation. For example, many focus on providing realis-
tic federated datasets or models with reference benchmark
metrics, albeit experimentation is usually limited to a single
physical node [3]. Likewise, works for FL in IoT settings,
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Figure 1. High-Level Overview of Federated Learning
are usually limited to a handful of Raspberry Pis [7]. Finally,
tools, like FL simulators [5] or emulators [24], are dependent
on specific use-cases or provide only FL-level evaluation (i.e.,
model loss, statistical metrics) without considering the impli-
cations of the actual underlying resources to the FL process.
This leads us to the focal point of our work: rapidly de-

signing FL testbeds and conducting realistic experiments.
Several challenges manifest in this vision, including the high
cost involved in the design of an appropriate testbed, the
time-consuming process of selecting realistic data distribu-
tions for FL and configuring resource profiles for compute
nodes and networking. In turn, the choice of the ML back-
end can impact performance metrics such as accuracy and
training duration. As a result, FL practitioners invest time in
developing and assessing multiple ML models. To achieve
intelligence at the Edge Continuum, it is necessary to carry
out comprehensive evaluations for FL workflows.

In this paper, we present FedBed [6], an open-source frame-
work for the systematic evaluation of FL workflows. FedBed
abstracts FL deployments into tunable virtualized testbeds
so that users can assess the performance and optimize the
QoS of their FL workflows. Users can investigate several
trade-offs by changing FL and ML configurations along with
the distribution of the underlying computational resources
and datasets. We integrate FedBed with two state-of-the-art
evaluation frameworks [16, 21] that utilize container orches-
trators (e.g., Kubernetes), allowing FedBed to operate across
multiple nodes. Lastly, we conduct an empirical study that
compares performance and utilization metrics by accounting
for the underlying AI models, data distributions, scalability,
connectivity and computation limits, offering insights into
the strengths and weaknesses of FL deployments.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2

elaborates on FL over the Edge Continuum. Sections 3 and 4
introduce FedBed and its creation details. Sections 5 provides
a comprehensive evaluation. Section 6 presents the related
work, and Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Background
2.1 The FL Process and Algorithms
Figure 1 depicts a typical FL flow, where a central server ob-
tains a set of available clients (𝑐1, ..., 𝑐𝑘 ) that meet certain cri-
teria (i.e., resource availability) and subsequently broadcasts
to the clients a training program and an initial model W𝑡0

with 𝑡0 denoting the initial training round 1○. Next, clients

update the model locally w𝑐𝑖 ,𝑡1 , based on local knowledge
without exchanging data among themselves 2○. The amount
of samples used during local training can differ per client.
When finished, the Server collects an aggregate of the client
updates creating a new global modelW𝑡1 3○. This is repeated
for several rounds until a termination criterion is met that
can include a max number of rounds or the convergence to
a certain model loss for early termination.

Hence, the central Server only facilitates the training coor-
dination that implies the client selection process and model
aggregation. For the aggregation, the only requirement is
that the process yields a weight vector for the model under
training. FedAvg [15] is the most well-known FL algorithm
and is often considered the baseline for FL. For local training,
FedAvg embraces in parallel, 𝐸 epochs of Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) where local model weights are updated to
optimize the model loss based only on client samples. At the
end of the round, the derived model weights are collected per
client by the Server. Aggregation is then performed using a
weighted average where 𝑠𝑘 is the number of samples used
by each client during local training and 𝑆 =

∑
𝑘 𝑠𝑘 :

𝑊𝑡 =
∑︁
𝑘

𝑠𝑘

𝑆
𝑤𝑡,𝑐𝑘 (1)

So, clients that have used more samples during the training
process have a larger influence on the new state of the model.
Other than FedAvg, there is a plethora of FL aggregation
algorithms. For instance, FedProx [12] is a generalization of
FedAvg where the clients extend the SGD process so that
clients optimize a regulated loss with a proximal term that
enforces the local optimization of the loss in the vicinity of
the global model per training round. Similarly, SCAFFOLD
is an FL algorithm that attempts to optimize the training
process for non independent and identically distributed (Non-
IID) data by providing a “correction” mechanism for the
client-drift problem during local training [9].
In terms of client selection, these algorithms employ a

common strategy where they opt for a random selection
from the pool of available clients via a uniform distribution.
However, studies show that performing a biased selection of
clients can yield faster global model convergence by selecting
clients with higher local loss [4] and reduce the training time
by estimating the time required to complete a round [18].

2.2 FL Challenges over the Edge Continuum
Realising FL in Edge-Cloud settings presents challenges for
evaluating performance, considering FL parameters, infras-
tructure heterogeneity, and data distribution volatility. Col-
laboration between data scientists and system engineers is
crucial to find the best-fit model that meets performance
requirements and infrastructure constraints. However, ex-
cessive focus on infrastructure configuration may divert at-
tention from the primary FL optimization objective. Below
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Figure 2. FedBed Testing Framework High-Level Overview

are the key challenges that FL practitioners must tackle when
evaluating FL workflows in Edge Continuum settings.
Challenge #1: ML & FL configuration. FL workflows are
heavily influenced by the ML backend, model architecture
and the FL coordination. Fine-tuning these aspects is essen-
tial to balance model loss and training time. ML backends
such as TensorFlow and PyTorch follow similar prototyp-
ing aspects by operating on tensors and viewing models as
computational graphs with both offering many pre-compiled
SOTA model architectures. Still, the implementation of these
backends can impact FL performance [17]. In turn, certain
models like linear regression enable fast training and infer-
ence but reduced accuracy, while neural networks (NNs)
prioritize accuracy at the expense of training time and re-
sources [23]. Lastly, the parameters of FL aggregation and
client selection may alter the model’s loss and training time.
Challenge #2: Resource heterogeneity. Moving FL to the
Edge means training models over devices that come in many
shapes and sizes with a plethora of hardware and software
configurations. One client may feature powerful processors,
GPUs or specialized accelerators, while others may partici-
pate in the training process under limited resources. Strag-
gling clients in the training process delay the completion
of a training round with a round considered finished only
when all clients report updated model weights to the Server
to produce the new state and synchronize the execution of
the next round [4]. While some may advocate that potential
stragglers should not be part of the training process, this
may not be possible as a diverse set of clients and their data
are often anticipated to reduce model bias [3].
Challenge #3: Network fluctuations and timeouts. Tra-
ditional networks require more bandwidth at central points
(i.e., data center), whereas deploying ML tasks on Edge may
require more bandwidth across individual edge nodes. Edge
devices often connect to wireless mobile networks with

constrained bandwidth and varying signal strength. FL can
reduce the communication overhead by only exchanging
model weights, but NNs can be complex with millions of pa-
rameters in the weight vector. Timeouts are more frequent
in edge links making training round duration unpredictable
leading to idle nodes waiting till a disconnected clients re-
sumes work and the round can be marked as finished.
Challenge #4: Unbalanced and non-IID data. A key chal-
lenge for FL are non-IID data across clients that causes sta-
tistical variability and sub-optimal model training. This in-
creases the training effort and can drive the local training
towards a local optima that is far from the global optima –
hence degrading the effectiveness of FL [9, 13]. Moreover,
FL clients with skewed datasets can introduce bias in the
learning process, while some of them could be stragglers
becoming bottlenecks in the training process.

3 The FedBed Framework
3.1 Overview
Users face increased challenges mentioned above when ex-
ecuting FL workloads on Edge devices, and seek solutions
to automatically evaluate various FL aspects such as ML
models, aggregation algorithms, infrastructure properties,
and more. To address these challenges, the FedBed testing
framework allows users to choose their desired combination
of built-in ML models, datasets, and aggregation algorithms,
making it easy for them to evaluate the FL performance and
infrastructure implications with minimal effort. The only
precondition for users is to have an already installed virtual
testbed orchestrator compatible with the FedBed framework.

Fig. 2 provides a high-level overview of the framework and
its functionalities. Users start the evaluation by designing the
FedBed’s composable FL model in a YAML file and submit-
ting it to the FedBed Interface, which is a Python light-weight
library. FedBed Interface can be utilized from interactive data
analysis tools, e.g., Jupyter Notebooks, and users can re-use
the model’s YAML file and the notebooks to easily repro-
duce their experimental analysis. With FL model submitted,
FedBed validates model’s parameters and the available re-
sources, and propagates the model to FedBed Controller.

Then, FedBed Controller coordinates the experimentation
by, firstly, dividing the parameters into execution, data, and
FL learning sub-parameters and invoking the respective
subcomponents, namely, Execution, Data, and FL Learning
Translator. Execution Translator takes care of infrastructure-
related parameters, generating resource limits by utilizing its
resource distributions (e.g., Homogeneous, Gaussian, Pareto,
etc.). Similarly, Data Translator creates the data partitions
based on the submitted configurations. Lastly, FL Learning
Translator populates the templates for the FL server and
clients, customizing them with the selected ML and aggre-
gation parameters. If users would like to introduce custom
ML models or aggregation algorithms, they need to mate-
rialize the respective interfaces of the FedBed framework.
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Figure 3. FL as a Multilayered System

Specifically, FedBed provides an interface-oriented design
that allows users to introduce custom ML models or aggre-
gation strategies in FL services with minimal effort. With
custom artifacts introduced, the FL Learning Translator is
responsible to include them in the FL services templates, and,
at the runtime, the system invokes these artifacts without
needing users to update and rebuild the whole framework.

At the next step, the Deployment Composer combines the
results from the translators, creating a set of FL deployment
objects with all the necessary information and generated
parameters. To deploy the generated FL workload, FedBed
uses a Virtual Testbed Connector, which (i) translates the
deployment objects into low-level primitives for the underly-
ing Virtual Testbed Orchestrator; (ii) facilitates deployment
and testbed configurations; and, at runtime, (iii) retrieves
monitoring metrics from the underlying virtualized testbed.
With the respective primitives on hand, Virtual Testbed Or-
chestrator deploys the FedBed FL services in separate con-
tainerized environments, connects them over a virtualized
network, and injects the network and computing resource
limits. FedBed integrates two Virtual Testbed Orchestrators,
namely, Fogify [21] and Frisbee [16]. These testbed orches-
trators are built upon the foundation of multi-host docker or-
chestrators, such as Swarm and Kubernetes, enabling FedBed
to effortlessly scale across an extensive array of nodes.
During experimentation, FedBed gathers various infras-

tructure and FL service metrics. It retrieves utilization met-
rics like CPU and memory usage from testbed orchestrators,
and, also extracts fine-grained FL metrics from FL Client
and Server, including loss, accuracy, and round duration.
These metrics empower users to evaluate trade-offs between
model’s performance and the infrastructure’s efficiency.

3.2 Composable FL Pipelines Modeling
FedBed considers an FL deployment as a multilayered sys-
tem, as depicted in Fig. 3, with: (i) FL Training Layer being
deployed on top, responsible for the FL training; (ii) Data
Layer that is characterized by its dataset distribution; and
(iii) Execution Layer, which illustrates the underlying com-
pute and network resources. FedBed modeling allows users
to configure fine-grained parameters for each layer, namely:

 federated_learning:
   num_of_rounds: 100
   aggregation_function:
        function: FedAVG
        parameters: ...
   ml_model:
        backend: PyTorch
        model: MobiNetV2
        parameters:
            batch_size: 32
            epochs: 3
        .... 1

  data:
    dataset: MNIST
    category: non-iid
    distribution:
        function: pareto
        parameters:
           ... 2

 infrastructure:
    num_of_clients: 30
    overall_CPU_power: ...
    overall_memory: ...
    minimum_CPU_power:...
    minimum_memory: ...
    FL_server: ...
    devices_distribution:
        function: pareto
        parameters: ....
    connections:
    - downlink:
        data_rate: 200MBps
        latency: 20ms
        error_rate: 0.1%
      uplink: ....
    ...

3

Figure 4. FedBed Abstractions

FL Learning Layer: Fig. 4 1○ shows an FL object with
user-selected parameters (federated_learning), such as
hundred rounds for FL training (num_of_rounds) and the
FedAVG aggregation function. Users can also customize the
aggregation function’s parameters using the parameters
property. Moreover, users choose the ML model (ml_model)
and its parameters, as seen in Fig. 4 1○, where PyTorch is
selected as backend with MobiNetV2 as the model and its
tuning parameters, like, batch_size, epochs, etc.

Data Layer: The data layer is responsible for partitioning
real-world datasets into smaller subsets. A set of exposed
parameters enable users to control and quantify the imbal-
ance properties of an FL deployment, thus addressing the
data distribution challenge, which is not easily achievable
with real federated datasets [3]. The current implementation
is focused on horizontal FL, where each party shares the
same feature space but owns different samples. By adopting
partitioning strategies, researchers can configure the size of
local data on each FL client and realistically correlate this
imbalance with the computation resources of the Edge nodes
hosting the FL clients, e.g., low-capacity nodes are not ex-
pected to handle large datasets. To achieve this correlation,
users select a statistical distribution, such as flat, normal,
pareto, etc. Fig. 4 2○ shows the MNIST dataset (details in
Sec. 4.2) as non-IID, following the Pareto distribution.
Execution Layer: configures the available resources on

the underlying deployment. For instance, in Fig. 4 3○, users
select the number of clients (num_of_clients) and define
the overall CPUs (overall_CPU_power) and memory size
(overall_memory). They can set the minimum CPU power
(min_CPU_power) and memory (min_memory) assigned to a
single FL client. Users also describe high-level resource distri-
bution (devices_distribution) along with its properties,
and the FL server’s CPUs and memory (FL_server). More-
over, users should introduce a network connection that de-
termines the network QoS among the FL server and clients.
A network connection provides uplink & downlink QoS,
including data_rate, latency, and error_rate.

It should be noted that the parameters for models, aggre-
gation functions, data and resource distributions, are tailored
to the underlying implementation. The parameters from al-
ready provided methods are described in FedBed’s site [6].
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4 FedBed Layered Implementation
FedBed simplifies the integration of AI/ML models, libraries,
and datasets by employing an abstract class with two loosely-
coupled abstract handlers: Model Handler and Dataset Han-
dler, representing FL Learning Layer and Data Layer per
node. New AI/ML models or datasets can be introduced by
extending the latter handlers. The Execution Layer, on top
of which the FL Learning and Data Layers operate, forms a
scalable testbed managed by a Virtual Testbed Orchestrator.

4.1 FL Learning Layer
FL training requires services that handle the low-level imple-
mentation aspects, such as FL server-client communication,
health checks, orchestration, etc. To alleviate the difficulties
of a new FL framework creation, FedBed extends the well-
known Flower FL framework [2]. We rely on the frameworks’
aggregation algorithms and services, and we notably extend
and automate the submission of FL training pipelines.

An FL client follows similar sequential execution steps in
each FL round, specifically: (i) the client introduces the data
partition to the model; (ii) trains the model; (iii) sends the
trained parameters to the server; (iv) updates the model’s
parameters with the newly received aggregated parameters;
and (v) may evaluate the model. Moreover, the FL server
also uses the same methods, e.g., for the evaluation of a
separate sample, or to send the newly created parameters.
For that reason, we created a class, namely Model Handler,
that provides a set of abstract methods, such as train, test,
get_parameters, etc. Thesemethods can be applied toAI/ML
models, which are the handler’s main input and provide the
structure of the deployed model. Unfortunately, different
backends provide different implementations of the latter
methods, so FedBed introduces materialized classes for the
most well-known libraries. In particular, FedBed supports
two deep learning backends, PyTorch and TensorFlow, along
with SKlearn as a lightweight AI library. Table 1 includes the
available combinations of models, backends, and datasets.

Moreover, FedBed currently offers AI/ML models for two
well-known datasets MNIST and CIFAR10/100, which are
described in detail in Section 4.2. For the MNIST dataset,
a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is implemented in
both PyTorch and TensorFlow. The CNN architecture con-
sists of six trainable layers, including two 2D convolutional
layers, two 2D dropout layers, and two linear layers. Addi-
tionally, non-trainable layers such as ReLU activation after
the first and second convolutional layers, a MaxPool2D layer
following the second ReLU layer, and a Log-Softmax activa-
tion function for generating the final output are included.
Furthermore, linear and logistic regression models using the
SKlearn library are available for the MNIST dataset. For CI-
FAR datasets, FedBed offers the well-known MobileNetV2
model in both TensorFlow and PyTorch. MobileNetV2 is a
CNN model commonly used for image classification, it con-
sists of 53 layers, and its details can be found in [20].

Models Backends Datasets
CNN TensorFlow MNIST

CNN PyTorch MNIST

Linear & Logistic Regression SKlearn MNIST

MobileNetV2 TensorFlow CIFAR10/100

MobileNetV2 PyTorch CIFAR10/100

Table 1. Framework’s Integrated Models and Datasets

4.2 Data Layer
Each FL client is equippedwith a Dataset Handler responsi-
ble for retrieving a partitioned dataset. The handler interacts
with the IO system, fetches the data from storage, and deseri-
alizes it into a format suitable for the AI process. To meet the
AI model’s requirements, data may undergo further transfor-
mations, such as normalization and resizing. The formating
and transformation of the data are driven by the backend
and the respective dataset, so FedBed implements a Dataset
Handler for each Backend-Dataset pairing (Table 1).
The transformed data is then allocated in the memory

space of the FL node ensuring faster access. Once in mem-
ory, the data is fed to the AI model’s input layers for pro-
cessing through the forward pass. Currently, FedBed allows
datasets that fit within a client’s memory capacity, with
larger datasets extending beyond this limit not being fac-
tored in. Our future roadmap includes the integration of a
batch processing methodology, wherein substantial datasets
can be effectively processed in smaller, manageable batches.
Additionally, FedBed provides an automated data parti-

tioning mechanism to emulate different data distributions
across clients. Users define the shared dataset location, the
number of clients, and the desired data distribution strategy
(e.g., Flat, Pareto, Gaussian). During deployment, FedBed
generates statistics for the distribution and uses them to
determine partition parameters (offset, size). Each client is
then provided with these parameters, ensuring that they
read distinct ranges from the shared dataset.

FedBed uses two well-known datasets for image classifica-
tion: (i) MNIST that contains 60k grayscale images of hand-
written digits (28x28 pixels) grouped into 10 classes (0 to 9);
and (ii) CIFAR10 andCIFAR100 contain colored images (32x32
pixels) of various objects like airplanes, cars, and animals,
with 10 and 100 classes, respectively. Both CIFAR10 and CI-
FAR100 have 50k training images and 10k test images.

4.3 Execution Layer
To ensure portability and extensibility across different en-
vironments, FedBed introduces its components into Docker
images. Moreover, the FedBed codebase provides various
environmental variables, through which one changes the FL
services’ flow without needing to rebuild the FedBed Image.
Thus, a running FedBed container executes a specific FedBed
FL service, server or client, and invokes particular parts of
code for aggregation algorithms, ML models, datasets, etc.

The manual execution of FedBed containers enforces users
to define every environmental variable on each container.
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Figure 5. FL clients’ mean CPU and network usage

To tackle this issue, FedBed provides an automated transla-
tion process for the framework’s modeling abstractions into
deployment objects, each of which represents an FL service
(server or client), keeping the respective environmental pa-
rameters along with infrastructure properties. Next, the sys-
tem invokes the respective Virtual Testbed Connector, which
is capable of translating the deployment objects into primi-
tives readable from the underlying Virtual Testbed Orchestra-
tor. FedBed currently integrates Fogify [21] and Frisbee [16]
frameworks as Virtual Testbed Orchestrators. The process
of testbed instantiation is consistent for both orchestrators,
so next we describe the process of the Fogify framework.

When Fogify receives the translated model, it instantiates
the FedBed containers, constrains their compute resources,
and establishes their network connectivity and QoS. To do
that, Fogify utilizes a multi-host Docker-based cluster orches-
trator, namely Docker Swarm, whose responsibility is to start
the containerized services and limit their execution capabili-
ties via Linux Cgroups, based on the deployed description. In
parallel, Fogify disseminates a set of instructions to Fogify’s
Agents, which are located on every cluster node and apply
the controller’s commands to the running instances. These
commands mainly refer to network shaping at the testbed
bootstrapping. Finally, Fogify’s Agent encapsulates a moni-
toring enabler that captures the testbed’s utilization metrics.
4.4 Cross-Layer Monitoring
At the runtime, FedBed logs a comprehensive set of moni-
toring metrics. Since the data layer in our approach is static
during the execution, the system keeps only the number of
data points and the initial size of the respective partition.

For Learning layer, we extract two types ofmetrics, namely
Model Performance Metrics and Time Metrics. Model Perfor-
mance Metrics provide ML-level KPIs per round, including
overall and per-client accuracy and loss. Moreover, Time
Metrics are related to the overall latency and duration of the
FL process, such as the training duration and round dura-
tion per client. The framework also monitors the duration
of every learning stage, including data fetching, training,
and evaluation timings for each client. To extract these met-
rics, FedBed introduces custom methods that intersect the
Model Handler execution at runtime and generate per-client
duration-related FL metrics. Moreover, FedBed extends the

FL server code to log the overall model metrics, like global
model accuracy and loss, FL round duration, etc.
Finally, FedBed also extracts Utilization Metrics from the

Execution Layer such as CPU and memory usage, network
traffic, etc, which are provided by the Virtual Testbed Or-
chestrator. Since all metrics are timestamped, users can com-
pare utilization metrics with the ML performance and time
metrics to gain insights for system’s reactions and resource
consumption, identifying potential bottlenecks.

5 Experimentation Study
We employ a bare metal cluster of 48 CPUs, all clocked
at 2.45GHz, and 176GB RAM. We deploy Fogify on top to
manage the resource pool and provision virtual appliances
through the FedBed testbed connector. Each FedBed trial
requires only a template declaring the experiment resources,
network connectivity, FL parameters,ML backend and dataset.
The study’s templates are accessible at FedBed repo [6].

5.1 FL Client CPU and Network Patterns
This experiment showcases the repeatable behavior of FL
from a systemic viewpoint. We request through FedBed 10
homogeneous FL clients (2cores@1.6GHz, 4GB RAM) and set
TensorFlow as the ML backend and the CNN model for the
MNIST dataset with the data equally partitioned among the
clients. Fig. 5 (top) portrays the clients’ CPU (left axis) and
network (right axis) during distributed training and with
the x-axis depicting the experiment duration till comple-
tion (26mins). We observe a distinguishable periodic pattern
where a high network spike is always succeeded by a consid-
erable rise in CPU utilization (∼100%) and then followed by
a lower network spike, after which the CPU falls below 50%.

To further scrutinize FL behavior, we zoom-in on a random
period of 5 training rounds (Fig. 5 bottom). In this plot, the
vertical dotted lines signify the end of the local training as
reported by the FL clients. One can observe that after local
training the clients are underutilized with CPU usage to be
slightly below 50%. At this time, the central Server begins the
aggregation of the clients’ weight vectors. Once a new state
is produced, the Server disseminates to clients the newmodel.
This is noticeable by the large network spike. Afterwards,
the clients commence local training, with the CPU jumping
to 100% for the training duration. This concludes the periodic
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Figure 7. Client CPU utilization for the 3 under examined configurations

Name Rational Clients CPUs/Freq.
per Client

Samples
per Client

Config-A Baseline 10 4cores@2.4GHz 6000

Config-B Scale-down 10 2cores@1.6GHz 6000

Config-C Scale-out 30 2cores@1.6GHz 2000

Table 2. Experimental Configurations
nature of FL. From the zoom-in, we note that some rounds
feature not 1 but 2 network spikes. This extra overhead is
not obvious from a theoretical perspective and is attributed
to the FL coordination where weights are disseminated twice
- one time for the FL assessment (i.e., loss computation) and
again for the next FL round. In conclusion, during FL, one
can observe specific usage patterns in computing and network
resources with different utilization requirements per FL phase.

5.2 Vertical & Horizontal Scaling
Next, we examine the impact of resource shaping on FL
performance by introducing 3 configurations (see Table 2).
As a baseline (named Config-A), we have 10 clients with
4cores@2.4GHz. Then, we introduce Config-B, where we
scale-down the computing power of the FL clients to 1/3 of
the baseline (same configuration as Section 5.1) and Config-C
where we scale-out Config-B to reach 30 clients.

Fig. 6 and 7 depict the results. The left plots refer to
Config-A, where the mean training time per round is ap-
prox. 15s and the CPU 75-80%. For comparison, these insights
are highlighted with red in the other plots. Since the base-
line clients are slightly under-utilized, next we try the scale-
downed Config-B. By doing so, we observe that the clients
are now almost fully utilized but a performance penalty
is introduced with the training time increasing to 45-50s.
Acknowledging the unfortunate effect of the scale-down,
Config-C is considered next. Scaling out the client set, natu-
rally, reduces the client load about ∼55% but we observe that
while training time lowers it remains more elevated than the
baseline at 17-19s. This strikes for more investigation, where
more clients result in more network traffic, and coordination
effort for both model updating and synchronization. Inspect-
ing the network traffic of all configurations, the setups with
the same number of clients, Config-A and Config-B, have
almost identical traffic (9646 & 9407MB). On the contrary,
Config-C imposes a penalty in training time despite the

same resource pool with Config-A attributed to the 𝑥2.9
jump in traffic (28590MB). To this end, finding the sweet-spot
for the number of clients and amount of resources each should
harbor requires the examination of multiple trade-offs.

5.3 Impact of ML Libraries and Models
Let us consider the Config-A and Config-B settings of the
previous experiment.We compare the same CNNmodel from
2 libraries (PyTorch, TensorFlow) and a linear regression
from SKlearn as a light alternative. For all tests, FedBed uses
the MNIST dataset and the monitoring is set to report round
duration, model loss and accuracy, and system-level metrics.
Fig. 8 and 9 depict the experiment results. Initially we

concentrate on the top plot of Fig. 8 and compare the 2 set-
tings where Config-A exhibits a smaller training round than
Config-B. This is expected with the latter featuring 3𝑥 less
computational resources. Next, we compare the ML back-
ends.We start with SKlearn where we observe that it features
the better training time and consumes less CPU resources
for both configurations compared with the CNN models.
Looking at the network plot, one immediately observes that
SKlearn has a significantly low network footprint compared
to the other backends. These savings, though, come at a
cost where the less complex model takes an accuracy hit of
more than 12% and with a model loss of almost 𝑥2.5 more
than the other backends. Still, in some extremely constrained
cases, this trade-off may be worth pursuing. Moving on, we
compare PyTorch and TensorFlow. First, we observe that
accuracy and model loss are almost identical. This is ex-
pected as they deploy the same CNN model architecture.
Examining the Config-A, PyTorch and TensorFlow have al-
most the same FL round duration, but TensorFlow consumes
more CPU resources than PyTorch. Interestingly, we observe
that PyTorch outperforms about 10% TensorFlow in terms of
training round duration with Config-B. This performance
boost can be interpreted as the better utilization of available
compute resources when looking at the CPU insights for
Config-B. We will investigate the effects of neural network
libraries deeper in the experimentation of Section 5.6 where
TensorFlow can perform better in extreme network condi-
tions. In conclusion, even before FL knob optimization or even
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Figure 9. Model loss and accuracy for each ML backend

infrastructure resource profiles, the choice of ML backend as
well as model can impact both the FL performance metrics and
the system utilization footprint of the deployment.

5.4 Data and Compute Distribution
This experiment examines the impact of different data dis-
tributions and computational resources to FL performance.
We begin by considering the MNIST dataset and the Tensor-
Flow backend employing a CNN model. Next, we configure
FedBed with 2 partitioning strategies in the form of a homo-
geneous (denoted as Flat) and Pareto distribution. These will
be considered for both the dataset and the computational
resources. As metrics of interest, we consider the per round
training time, CPU, the number of data points (sample size),
and processing power for each FL client. In brief, processing
power refers to a client’s cumulative clock rate that is the
number of cores multiplied by the CPU frequency. Fig. 10 de-
picts the results of the experiment runs. Specifically, Fig. 10a
focuses on the FL deployment where a Flat distribution is im-
posed to both the dataset and computational resources. This
is an ideal scenario where no heterogeneity is evident; hence,
the load is equally distributed with the clients finishing local
training simultaneously. Moving to Fig. 10b, we observe that
adding data skewness to the data partitioning (via a Pareto
distribution) while maintaining fairness in the processing
capabilities, introduces a notable impact to training perfor-
mance. Here, the clients with more data are now bottlenecks
with the others finished and remaining idle till all mark the
round as completed and the aggregation process can start.

At this point one may ask “can we distribute the processing
power to to mitigate the effect of data skewness? ’. The answer

(a) Flat Distribution of both Compute Resources and Dataset

(b) Flat Compute Resources and Pareto Dataset Distribution

(c) Pareto Distribution of both Compute Resources and Dataset
Figure 10. Impact of Data and Computational Skewness

to this lies in the findings of Fig. 10c where we observe that
when clients feature more processing power, they can accept
a larger portion of the data load without imposing delays
in the training performance. In conclusion, (i) the ideal case
for training time and predictable utilization in FL workflows
is to distribute data and processing homogeneously; (ii) with
homogeneous compute resources, the data distribution dictates
the training time; and (iii) if the processing capabilities follows
the data distribution alleviates the effects of unbalanced data.

5.5 FL Stragglers and FL Clients Selection
Assessing the overall duration of Flat-Pareto deployment
(Fig. 10b), we observed the straggler node phenomenon,
where the slowest worker determines the overall round du-
ration of the FL process. In this case, n1 is the main straggler
with about 40s median training duration, followed by n2 (22s)
and n3 (17s). Next, we investigate how the proportion of cho-
sen nodes affects the performance of the FL execution. In
each iteration, the FL server picks a subset of available nodes.
We introduce different selection percentages of 20%, 50%, and
100% of the total nodes. The left graph in Fig. 11 illustrates
the distribution of the overall round durations for 50 rounds.
When all nodes are selected, node n1 heavily influences the
round duration, surpassing 41s. In the 50% selection, the me-
dian duration is about 32s, while the 20% selection results in
a slightly lower than 20s median. The right graph in Fig. 11
shows the loss for each configuration, displaying a similar
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Figure 12. Straggler Effects and Aggregation Algorithms

consistent trend. The last 25 rounds notably show that the
loss for the 20% setup exceeds those of the other trails, with
the 50% and 100% setups yielding comparable outcomes.
Considering that the 20% node selection yields the opti-

mal round duration but results in the least favorable loss
when using our default aggregation algorithm (FedAvg), we
investigate the FedProx [12] aggregation algorithm as an
alternative. So, we replicate the same experiment involving
imbalanced data distribution and configure FedProx with
two different values for its proximal term, m=0.5 and m=1.
Fig. 12 (left) presents that the performance of the 20% node
selection maintains a consistent distribution in both FedAvg
and FedProx. Additionally, Fig. 12 (right) juxtaposes the loss
across all configurations. With the 20% client selection, it is
observed that FedProx, under both proximal term configu-
rations, slightly underperforms compared to FedAvg (20%).
Meanwhile, FedAvg with the complete dataset demonstrates
the most favorable outcomes. Thus, the selection of FL clients
influences FL duration and the ML metrics, with more sophis-
ticated methods not always providing better results.

5.6 Network Heterogeneity
Unlike high-speed network configurations found in data-
centers, the traffic of Edge computing is bound to irregularly
dense multi-tier networks to satisfy the exponential growth
of wireless data [16]. Hence, this experiment examines the
impact of network QoS to FL performance. For this, we capi-
talize on the topology of the baseline setup (Config-A) with
the FedBed experiment description extended to consider
2 ML Backends, PyTorch and TensorFlow. We employ the
(same) MobileNetV2 model to avoid accuracy comparison
among the 2 backends. The scenario is the following: FL train-
ing for 100 rounds over the CIFAR-10 dataset and during each
experiment a different RTT is employed as the main network
knob with RTT configured to «10/25/50/100/200/400ms».
Fig. 13 compares the 2 backends with the left axis show-

ing training duration in absolute numbers and the right-axis
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Figure 13. Network delay effect on FL training
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Figure 14. Fine-grain timings for CIFAR10

ratio increments. From this, we observe that the network
RTT clearly impacts FL. PyTorch exhibits slightly better per-
formance but as the network delay increases the gap closes,
and TensorFlow becomes the better backend for the extreme
case with an RTT of 400ms. Next, we employ FedBed mon-
itoring to explore where the backends consume effort and
the FL stage is influenced by RTT increments (Fig. 14). For
this FedBed captures the duration of: (i) the local training
per client; (ii) the local testing time to derive model loss over
local data; and (iii) the server-side time for the receipt of the
client weight vectors and the aggregation. First, it is evident
that local training is what dominates an FL round. Second,
the TensorFlow testing stage is faster than PyTorch, whereas
PyTorch performs slightly better in terms of local training
and overall duration. Third, as expected, local training and
testing are not affected by the RTT increment. Fourth, when
the RTT surpasses 100ms, the server-side effort increases
exponentially, and this significantly impacts the overall FL
round duration. Hence, improving the clients’ computational
capacity lowers the local training effort, but the server-side
effort will remain and attribute a larger percentage of the
overall round duration. In terms of network i/o, PyTorch traf-
fic was elevated by 6% in comparison to TensorFlow signify-
ing why at 400ms RTT the latter performed better (Fig. 13).
In conclusion, server-side aggregation and network delay im-
pact FL attributing to at least 10% of the training effort and
exponentially increasing as the network delay surpasses 100ms.

6 Related Work
There are numerous testing tools that support Edge Com-
puting emulation in virtual environments (e.g., cloud clus-
ters) with resource and network shaping. For instance, sys-
tems, like MockFog [8], Fogify [21] and Frisbee [16], take
advantage of cloud resources to create large-scale multi-
host testbeds offering realistic compute and network re-
source emulation, allowing ad-hoc network changes, mobil-
ity, faults introduction, etc. Targeting the trials reproducibil-
ity, E2Clab [19] offers integration with various systems, in-
cluding kubernetes, and allows users to auto-deploy work-
loads on testbeds emulating user-defined network QoS. Even
if these tools provide realistic execution, offer reproducible ex-
periments, and alleviate difficulties of application performance
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evaluation, they do not automate the deployment of FL work-
loads and do not provide FL-specific performance metrics.
Moreover, there are many evaluation and execution FL

frameworks from the ML community. For instance, LEAF [3]
introduces a range of FL training workloads and datasets,
while FATE [14] and Flower [2] provide interoperability
for ML models and extensibility via well-defined interfaces.
Commercial Cloud-MLOps frameworks, like SageMaker [1],
offer various testing features, including FL evaluation, but
they lack customizable network properties and resource dis-
tribution, limiting evaluation to fixed compute nodes. More-
over, FedScale [10] offers a wide range of data partitioning
methods and introduces network and resource heterogeneity
at scale. However, its resource shaping is not implemented
via realistic emulation but via simulated artificially injected
delays. EdgeTB [24] is the only effort that combines dis-
tributed learning in virtualized testbeds, but it leaves unex-
plored implications for ML backends and models, without
focusing solely on FL. So, except for FedBed, there is no testing
framework that examines the Edge Computing implications
on FL workflows, providing configurable models and datasets.

7 Conclusion
This paper introduces FedBed, a testing framework for FL
workloads on virtualized Edge testbeds, addressing resource
heterogeneity, network availability, AI/ML backends, and
data distribution challenges. It facilitates the reproducible
evaluation of both software and infrastructure configura-
tions, encompassing the setup of emulation testbeds, param-
eterization of experiments, and real-time monitoring of FL
processes and edge infrastructures. During our experimenta-
tion, we examined how well models and libraries perform in
terms of scalability, data distribution, and network aspects. In
the future, we plan to use FedBed on real-world setups with
different devices, like sensors, mobile devices, and GPUs, and
test more generic FL tasks, like natural language processing.
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